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were justified in developing and maintaining with scrupulous
fidelity that calculated ceremonial. 'But your Emperor is a
God' one barbarian is reported to have said—him, too, the
magnet of Constantinople would attract and the Empire
would gain a new ally.
Yet this magnetism had its dangers. All roads led to New
Rome3 and a popular general or a member of that Anatolian
landed aristocracy which had been schooled in military
service might follow those roads and seek to set himself upon
the imperial throne. Prowess might give a title to the
claimant, and the splendid prize, the possession of the capital,
would crown the venture, for he who held Constantinople
was thereby lord of the Empire. Yet though the inhabitants
might open the gates to an East Roman pretender, the
Byzantines could assert with pride that never through the
centuries had they betrayed the capital to a foreign foe.
That is their historic service to Europe.
It becomes clear that the welfare of the Byzantine State
depended upon the maintenance of a delicate balance of
forces—a balance between the -potentiores—the rich and
powerful—and the imperial administration, between the
army and the civil service, and, further, a balance between the
revenues of the State and those tasks which it was incumbent
upon the Empire to perform. Thus the loss of Asia Minor
to the Seljuks did not only deprive East Rome of its reservoir
of man-power, it also crippled imperial finances. Above all,
in a world where religion played so large a part it was neces-
sary to preserve the balance—the co-operation—between
Church and State. 'Caesaropapism' is a recent word-
formation by which it has been sought to characterize the
position of the Emperor in relation to the Church. It is
doubtless true that in the last resort the Emperor could
assert his will by deposing a Patriarch; it is also true that
Justinian of his own motion defined orthodox dogma with-
out consulting a Council of the Church. But that precedent
was not followed in later centuries; an Emperor was bound
to respect the authoritative formulation of the faith; and even
Iconoclasm, it would seem, took its rise in the pronounce-
ments of Anatolian bishops, and it was only after this
episcopal initiative that the Emperor intervened. Indeed

